
Iceland Spar (optical calcite)

Hardness: 2.5 - 3

Gemological Properties: It composes of CaCO3 Calcium Carbonate. These really 
beautiful double-refractive, ice-water clear pieces of Optical Calcite. Optical calcite comes 
from various regions of South America and we are getting our Calcite from Peru and Brazil.

Meta-PhysicalProperties: Optical Calcite is helpful for those in need of clarity, and those 
who are learning about Law of Attraction and manifestation.  Like Clear Quartz, Optical 
Calcite can amplify intent, and can be programmed for a specific purpose.  Optical Calcite 
can help one to see past errors and ways to correct them for benefit in the future.   By 
clearing away stagnant energy blockages, Optical Calcite can bring higher energies into the 
chakras, encouraging spiritual development.

Corresponding Astrological Signs: Leo
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